A Resolution to express student sentiment on the debate between pornography star Ron Jeremy and anti-pornography activist Susan Cole taking place at Middle Tennessee State University.

Whereas: The University has deemed pornography offensive and has prohibited students to view offensive and pornographic content in the University library, and

Whereas: Students are not permitted to view offensive and pornographic content in the University library, and

Whereas: The majority of the American people find pornography and its discussion offensive, and

Whereas: Many students have expressed their disapproval with this event, and

Whereas: The image of this University should be protected by the students to promote community support for the University, not against it, and

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 67TH CONGRESS STUDE NT GOVERNMENT ASOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: This resolution shall serve as the expression of the student body in terms of their disagreement in this debate taking place, and

Section 2: Upon Passage, this resolution shall be sent to the appropriate boards whose purpose it is to bring such speakers and debates to campus.

Sponsored by: Senator Tyler Smith
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